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pn =γR2μ(1-e-z/z0), z0 = R2μk (1)
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n =2(Fμcotβ +F -1) (6)
?4???Walker ?????? (4)?? n =0?
? , ????????????:
F = 1+sin cosε
1-sin cos(2β +ε) (7)
ε=tan-1μ+sin-1α cosec μ2
1 +μ2 (8)
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Δwk = 1Q rt t (12)
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αxpe =αx +(1-αx)  p p +0.3/ αx (13)
 p =(pr)/(tσc l) (14)
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STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR AND DESIGN OF LARGE STEEL SILOS
Teng Jin-Guang　　Zhao Yang
(Department of Civil and Structural Engineering , The Hong Kong Polytechnic University)
Abstract
Silos are widely used for the storage of bulk solids.While concrete silos have found many applications in China , steel
silos have found very limited applications up to now.Internationally , a large amount of research has been carried out in the
last two decades on the behaviour and strengeh of steel silo structures.Vigorous research has also been undertaken at The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University in the last few years.This paper provides a review of these research advances.Structural
forms and bulk solid loadings are first discussed briefly.The likely failure modes and the existing research on each failure
mode are then outlined , and design equations are presented for some of the failure modes.The direct use of computer analysis
in the design of steel silos is also addressed.The paper concludes with a summary of issues that are yet to be studied.
Key words:steel silo , structural behavior , design , buckling , computer analysis
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